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3.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

The student identifies and interprets the structure and functioning of protocol architectures aimed at integration of 

telecommunications services

-

The student will have the ability to analyze complex network structures with control plane and differentiated data , 

identifying the constituent elements

-

The student will have a clear view of the trend of evolution of the current scenario of operators and services-
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4. OBJECTIVES

To know and understand the natural evolution of communications networks from individual services environments to the 

current environment of integrated services

To study the concept of integration of services and corresponding technological solutions

To study and analyze the most commonly used network architectures for network integration services

6. COURSE ORGANIZATION

CONTENTS

1 Chapter 1: Concepts: Integration of Services. Networks of transport, contribution, distribution and diffusion, both 

wired and wireless, for multimedia signals. Broadband networks and advanced services, Integration, convergence 

and interoperability between telecommunications operators and between telephone, data, television and interactive 

services. Fixed-Mobile Convergence. Convergence of services.

2 Chapter 2: Network Architectures for Integration: VPN Networks. Multimedia services: protocols. Quality of service. 

Intelligent Networks, SS7, CAMEL, Multimedia IP Subsystem (IMS).

3 Chapter 3: Service Oriented Architectures: SOA. Multicast services. Distribution of Television-IP (IP-TV). Analysis of 

case studies of integration of technologies in communications networks

4 Team work
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7. ASSESSMENT METHODS AND CRITERIA

Description Type Final Eval. Reassessment

Continuous Assessment  60,00 Written exam No Yes

Team Work  40,00 Work Yes No

 100,00 TOTAL

Observations

The realization of Team work is mandatory.

The final grade for the course is obtained by applying the following formula, where EC is the note of the Continuous 

Assessment and TG is the note of the Team Works: NOTE = EC * 0.6 * 0.4 + TG

EC is calculated from the individualized evaluation of each theoretical block (ec1, ec2, ..., ecn) using the following 

expression, provided that all the values are at least equal to 4.0:

EC = (ec1 + ec2 + ... + ecn) / n

Each evaluation of each block below 4.0 can be retrieved on the dates assigned for the final exams of the subject.

In any case EC must be greater than or equal to 4.0. Otherwise, the final grade is calculated as follows: 

NOTE = EC

Observations for part-time students

The realization of Team work is mandatory.

The final grade for the course is obtained by applying the following formula, where EC is the note of the Continuous 

Assessment and TG is the note of the Team Works: NOTE = EC * 0.6 * 0.4 + TG

EC is calculated from the individualized evaluation of each theoretical block (ec1, ec2, ..., ecn) using the following 

expression, provided that all the values are at least equal to 4.0:

EC = (ec1 + ec2 + ... + ecn) / n

Each evaluation of each block below 4.0 can be retrieved on the dates assigned for the final exams of the subject.

In any case EC must be greater than or equal to 4.0. Otherwise, the final grade is calculated as follows: 

NOTE = EC
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